Dispersive operators were introduced by R. S. Phillips for characterization of infinitesimal generators of nonnegative contraction semigroups in Banach lattices. Later other definitions of dispersiveness were given by M. Hasegawa and K. Sato. H. Kunita, for the purpose of application to Markov processes, introduced the notion of complete 7-dispersiveness which characterizes the infinitesimal generators of β-majoration preserving nonnegative semigroups T t with norm ^ e yt . In this paper we will give a unified treatment of these results. Further, we will clarify the relation between dispersiveness and dissipativeness in some cases. We consider also characterization of infinitesimal generators of nonnegative semigroups without norm conditions.
Let 35 be a Banach lattice. That is, 33 is a vector lattice and a real Banach space at the same time and \f\<*\g\ implies ||/|| ^ \\g\\. We use the notations / + = / V 0, /-= -(/ Λ 0), and | / | = / V (-/). Following Kunita [8] , let 33 be a vector lattice which is an extension of 33, and let e be an element of 33. We say that an operator T is e-majoration preserving if / <^ e implies Tf ^ e. Let G be the set of infinitesimal generators of strongly continuous semigroups of linear operators in 33. For real numbers M Ξ> 1 and 7, let G(M, 7) be the set of AeG such that the generated semigroup T t satisfies || T t \\ ^ Me rt , G e be the set oΐ AeG such that T t is e-majoration preserving, and further, let G e (M, 7) = G(M, 7) Π G e . For linear operators, 0-majoration preserving is the same as nonnegativity and 6?° is denoted by 6? + . We assume that e satisfies Note that / Λ ae e 33 for a > 0 by (0.1). We call a real-valued functional ψ e (f, g) on 33 x 33 e-gauge functional, if the following are satisfied:
If g <: e and a > 0 then ψ β (f, a(f A e -g) 
<0.6) φ.(f, a(f -e) + + g) = a \\ (f -e) + || + ψ.(f, g) for all a .
Note that (/ -e) + = / -/ Λ e e S3 for fe 33. Let 7 be a real number. We call an operator A (ψ β9 j)-dispersive if (0.7) φ.(f, Af) ^7 ||(/-β) + || whenever (/ -e) + Φ 0 .
For any β-gauge functional ψ βf we will prove the following: THEOREM 1.1. If Ae G e (l, 7) , then A is {ψ e , j)-dispersive. THEOREM These theorems include the results by Phillips [10] , Hasegawa [5] , and Sato [11] on characterization of the operators in G + (l, 0) and Kunita's result [8] In § 1, we will prove the above theorems. In § 2, existence and further properties of β-gauge functionals will be discussed. In particular, we introduce new functionals φ e and φ f e and prove that they are the maximum and the minimum β-gauge functionals. More examples of β-gauge functionals are found in § 3. They include various functionals used in definition of dispersive operators by Phillips, Hasegawa, and Sato, and of completely 7-dispersive operators by Kunita. In § 4, we will give remarks related with the closability of (ψ e , 7)-dispersive operators. Some results on the relation between dispersiveness and dissipativeness will be given in § 5. In § 6 we will discuss a necessary condition for an operator to belong to G + and prove that this is also sufficient in some special cases.
If A is a densely defined {ψ e , y)-dispersive operator with $ί(a -
The author thanks Hiroshi Kunita for informing him of his work that was to appear in [8] . Proof. Let T t be the semigroup generated by A e G e (l, 7) and let /e®(A). We have
by (0.5), (0.6), and \\T t \\ ^ e~r t . The last member is not greater than
by (0.5) and (0, 6) . Noting that the last term is not positive by (0.4) since T t (f A e) ^ e, and that the first term tends to zero as t -• 0 +, we get
Notice that any e-gauge functional ψ e (f, g) is continuous in g, because (0.5) implies 
Proof. We may assume a > 0. We have, by (0.5) and (0.6), 
If u is a fixed point for P, then % satisfies (a -A)u -g. But, P has a fixed point whenever | a -a 0 1 < (a 0 -y)/M, since we have
Proof. We may assume a > 7. We get Proof. In general, if / w eS3, /" ^ e, and /»-•/ strongly, then /n Λ e -•/ Λ e strongly and / <Ξ e. Let ^ e 33 and g ^ e. Then, (αG α )"# ^ β and β ία2Gα^ ^ β ία e. Hence T^ = lim*^ e" ta e ta2Ga g ^ β. Now we can prove the following 
For the proof, we prepare some properties of φ e .
LEMMA 2.2. Let /eS, g, he^8% and ke^8. Then,
are proved easily from the definition and the property (g + h)
+ ^ (/ -e + eh) + . In order to prove (2.9), we may assume a > 0. Let I = f -e. Suppose, for a moment, Since
we have
This proves (2.11).
Proo/ o/ Theorem 2.1. Let us check (0.4)-(0.6) for φ e . lί g ^ e and a > 0, then
"by (2.4), (2.8) , and (2.9). The second inequality in (0.4) is proved similarly. (0.5) is a consequence of (2.5) and (2.7). (0.6) is obtained from (2.6) and (2.9) . Hence φ e is an e-gauge functional. φ' e is also an β-gauge functional by the next lemma. 
where we define Simple examples of S, e, and φ e are given in the following.
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These are proved in the same way as [11, §6] . -0 (/ eHx "° if (/ -β)(a?) < 0 for all x . As another example, let X be a locally compact space which is not compact, 33 be the space C Q (X) of continuous functions on X vanishing at infinity, and 58 be the vector lattice of all continuous functions on X. Then, any nonnegative e in 33 satisfies (0.1) -(0.3), and φ e has the same expression as above. 
Let e be an element of 23 satisfying (0.1) and define ψ e by
, g e 33 . Let <7 and <?' be defined by
for /, g e 35, / ^ 0. Then, any one of the following choices of ψ satisfies (3.1)-(3.3):
[g, f] is a semi-inner-product used by Phillips [10] . (3.10) is introduced by Hasegawa [5] . σ and σ' are introduced by Sato [11] . The proof for (3.9) is obvious. For the proof of (3.2) and (3.3) with ψ defined by (3.10) , use properties of τ in [5, Proposition 2] . (3.1) is proved from the fact that / ^ 0, g ^ 0, and / Λ I h \ = 0 imply \f-g + h\f +g-h\.
For (3.11) , use [11, Proposition 3.1] . For (3.12) , use Remark 3.1. Our Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 thus include the characterization of G + (l, 0) by [10] , [5] , and [11] . Note that characterization of 6? + (l, 7) is easily obtained from that of 6? + (l, 0), cf. [4] . But there is no favorable relation between (? e (l, Y) and 6? e (l, 0) in general.
REMARK 3.2. Given / 2> 0 and g in 33, φ(f, g) is the same for all ψ satisfying (3.1)-(3.3) if ||/+ε#|| is differentiate at ε = 0. This is a consequence of Example 3.1 and (2.17) combined with Theorem 2.2. Such is the case if 33 is a Hubert space, where it is easy to see that r(/, g) -τ'(f, g) = (/, g)/\\f\\ for fΦ 0. REMARK 3.3. We can characterize σ by Phillips' semi-inner-product. Let /G33, /^0, and /^0 . Let Φ f be the set of linear functional φ e 33* such that || φ || ^ 1, φ(f) = ||/||, <p ^ 0, and <p(g) = 0 if / Λ I g I = 0. Then we have
Hence,
where maximum and minimum are taken over all [g, f] satisfying (3.5)-(3.7) . For the proof, we have only to show the first equation in (3.13), the second being a consequence of the first. If <peΦ f , we have s-\\\f+ εg\\ -\\f\\) ^ e-\φ{f + eg) -φ(f)) = φ(g) and, hence,
On the other hand, let us show the existence of φeΦ f such that φ(g) = σ(f, g) for given g. We will freely use the properties of σ in [11, Proposition 3.1] . Let fΰl ffg be the set of k such that k = a(f + g) + h for some a and
is uniquely defined and satisfies φ(k) ^ σ(/, k):
It can be proved that $Jl f , g is a closed subspace. Therefore, noting that σ(f, I) is subadditive in I and satisfies σ(f, al) = ασ(/, ί)^ a ^ 0, we can extend <p to a linear functional on 33 satisfying <p(i) ^ σ(/, i) for all ieSS by Hahn-Banach theorem. We have ||cp||^l because REMARK 3.4. For any real or complex Banach space 33, the corresponding theorems for (7(1, 7) are simpler than those for 6? e (l, 7), and are mostly known. Let ψ be a real functional such that (3.15) r (l, 7) by (ψ, 7)-dissipativeness and 6? (1, 7) . For the proof, we need only note that this is true for ψ = τ or τ' by [5, 11, 4] . A sufficient condition for (3.15) is that ψ satisfies (3.16) -II g\\
An operator A is (r', 7)-dissipative if and only if (a -7 11 af -Af 11 for all /eS)(A) and large real a. Letting Φ f be the set of φe 33* such that |M| ^ 1 and <p(f) = ||/||, we have
Hence r(/, g) and τ'(/, gr) are the maximum and the minimum, respectively, of [g, f] /\\f\\ over all semi-inner-products, that is, functionals satisfying (3.5) . This is a consequence of [3, Th. V. 9.5] .
Conditions for τ'(f, g) = τ(f, g), f Φ 0, are studied by R. C. James [6] . He proves, among others, that τ'(f, g) = τ(f, g) for all fΦO and g if S3* is strictly convex.
4* Closability and related properties* The following theorem covers all the previous closability results for dissipative and dispersive operators [9, Lemma 3.3; 5, Proposition 7; 11, Th. 3] . Proof. We may assume M ^ 1 and a 0 ;> 0. It suffices to show that f n -> 0 and Af n -+ g Φ 0 produce a contradiction. We may assume ||0|| = 1. Pick an element he^>(A) such that || h -g || < (3ΛΓ)- Proof. The resolvent G a = (a -A)~ι exists for large α, say, a > 7. It suffices to prove G a f ^0 for / ^> 0. We may assume f(x) > 0 on X, since general nonnegative / is approximated by / + ε. Suppose that G aQ f(x 0 ) < 0 for some a 0 > 7 and x 0 e X. Let a x be the supremum of a such that G a f(x) < 0 for some x e X. a x is finite
